Education and Diversity Breakout

Wednesday, July 29, 2009
1-3 pm
Progress Reports

- Brian Jones & LSOP crew
  “The Rainbow and Beyond”

- John Calderazzo & SueEllen Campbell
  “Videos and Curriculum Infusion”

- Howard Drossman
  “CC/CMMAP Initiatives”

- Michele Betsill
  “CMMAP Climate Policy Activities: Education and Stakeholder Engagement”

- Susan Foster & Randy Russell
  “Windows to the Universe program - CMMAP Resources and Activities”

- David MacPhee & Silvia Canetto
  “Interest and Success in STEM Disciplines for Women and Men across Ethnic and Socioeconomic Groups: Insights from Research”
Group discussion

- Feedback from Site Visit Team/EAP (Scott)
- Suggestions for the renewal
- K-12, Undergraduate, Graduate, Diversity